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Snapshots
3/10/14

Student Panel

Hi folks!!
To our fellow students holding it down in the SCCs:

3/12/14

Unveiling Ceremony,
Second Floor of
Coffman Memorial
Union

Thank you. We appreciate all the work you do for our
communities, and we want to see these spaces receive adequate
support and continue to flourish. We know there are amazing
things happening in your spaces/ our spaces, and hope to keep
a dialogue going.

4/9/14

Testimony
Collection: Coffman
Theater, 1-4pm

We created this newsletter just for you. We want you to hear
more about us, directly from us. We hope to continue creating
newsletters periodically, and we’re starting out with a reflection
of our action during the unveiling ceremony of the second floor
– we know there are many questions, so hope to address most
of them here. Enjoy!
-Whose Diversity?

whosediversitymn
WhoseDiv
whosediversity@gmail.com
WhoseDiversityMN
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Reflections: 2nd Floor Unveiling
Whether we agree or disagree does not concern me as much as the dialogue and its potential to stimulate critique. I also
want to warn that if you seek categorical, definitive answers, you will not find them. I will submit more questions, more
interventions, as I continue to speak from the margins, as I continue to experiment with my own “sitio y lengua,” never
forgetting that I am simulating voices that lived and thrived long before me, before you, before any of us.
-Emma Pérez
The University of Minnesota is
anything but a neutral space. There
have been waves of efforts led by
students, staff, and faculty who
come from historically
marginalized and underrepresented
communities, efforts that have
questioned the practices imposed by
the University’s administration on
the campus community, and that
are often in response to the
decisions made by an
administration that increasingly
cares less and less about the well-

being of people from these
communities. Given the complexity
of these conversations, the snippets
of information disseminated to the
public are often oversimplified, and
are rarely nuanced in a way that
would allow for the experiences
and struggles of underrepresented
people to be a central part of the
conversation. As such, the public is
often presented with oversimplified
explorations of these conversations.

Whose Diversity? is committed to
uncovering these complexities, in
part because these sites are rarely
created, but mostly because we seek
to enact change. We feel that in
pushing for nuanced dialogues we
will collectively highlight the voices
of people who are relegated to the
margins by our administration. Our
conversation is centered around the
need to make visible the history of
struggle and resistance on our
campus, a conversation that

La Raza dedicated an altar to the loss of their mural
during their 2013 Day of the Dead ceremony
must take place from the ground
up, rather than in the opposite
direction. With this in mind, we
decided to attend the unveiling
ceremony of the second floor in
Coffman Memorial Union. We
recognized the urgency to introduce
a counter-narrative that nuanced
the narrative presented by the
University’s administration with

respect to the redesign of
the second floor.
The second floor of
Coffman houses the student
cultural centers, including the Black
Student Union, La Raza, the
Women’s Student Activist
Collective, the Disabled Student
Cultural Center, the Queer Student
Cultural Center, the American

Indian Student
Cultural Center, and more. These
organizations are crucial to the
survival of students from these
historically marginalized…
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Before…
…and after
This was not a benign reconstruction.
The redesign also resulted in a
relocation of the spaces.

Who is literally on the margins?

…communities, particularly
considering that the University fails
to provide safe spaces for them/us
elsewhere. While the University
offers sites that (at least on paper)
are intended to provide services and
support for these students, the
student cultural centers provide
physical locations on campus where
students from underrepresented
communities can socialize with
people of similar backgrounds and
experiences. For most students,
these are the only safe spaces
available to them on campus.
In 2010-11, these spaces came
under threat, and so did the
University. On November 17, 2010,
the MN Daily reported on this,
noting that, “Paul Freeman, former
chairman of the Student Services
Fees Committee, sent letters to Vice
Provost Jerry Rinehart to address
the space allocation issues.” This
complaint that superficially
addressed the process for space
allocation for student groups
escalated hinted at a lawsuit threat.
Crucial to this conversation is to
note that this complaint/lawsuit
masked an agenda rooted in a
history of white supremacy and

colonial violence in the United
States. Historically marginalized
people are constantly forced to fight
for safe spaces and representation,
and this was just another example
of that. The University created
public forums where
students were invited
to present testimony
and to advocate on
behalf of the student
cultural centers.
These forums
became sites of
violence, where
students from
historically
marginalized
communities felt
forced to testify, presenting heartfelt
testimonies to defend the need to
have the student cultural centers.
Students talked about these spaces
being the only spaces where they
felt safe, a safety that students of
privileged backgrounds are granted
elsewhere on campus.
Despite students’ pleads, the
administration moved forward with
its plans. They imposed lease
agreements on the student cultural
centers, which the administration

claimed would have to be signed
every two years, but mysteriously
became annual requirements during
the summer transitional period.
These contracts also stated that
student cultural centers would be
assigned a grade (green, yellow, or
red) based on their performance.
They were told that if the

Murals of resistance to
colonialism in the Americas
& of the Morrill Hall
student take over of 1969
were demolished
University decided to terminate
their lease, they would have to
“quietly yield and surrender the
Assigned Space” (Student
Organization Space Use
Agreement).
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Continued…
Murals that contained a
powerful history of struggle and
resistance on campus, the very
struggle that led to the institution of
the African American and African
Studies Department, as well as the
Chicano Studies Department, were
demolished. Even though students
stood up and fought back to try and
defend these historical murals, the
administration claimed that it
would be too costly to preserve
them. They instead spent
approximately $2.5 million, and
replaced the murals with digital
images (which can be accessed in a
touchscreen on the second floor)
and to reconstruct the second floor;
it was painfully embarrassing to see
the artist who created one of the
murals come in to pick up pieces of
his demolished work.
Several students continued
working with the administration to
advocate for a space that would
acknowledge and respect the voices
of the students from the student
cultural centers. This led to the

creation of SFAC, the Second Floor
Advisory Committee. While the
space was originally created to
provide a safe space where student
voices would be centered, power
differentials between the students
and the administration (as well as
between representatives of the
student cultural centers) now
permeate the space, making SFAC
meetings the site where students are
told what the administration wants
from them.
After the redesign took place,
students voiced their concerns
about the “feel” of the newly
redesigned second floor, stating that
the space felt sterile, that it no
longer felt like home. As it stands,
the second floor features white
walls (for more info on colonialism
and chromophobia, we recommend
“Color, Chromophobia, and
Colonialism: Some Historical
Thoughts – a Google search will
help); in addition, the walls are
movable, which makes students
suspect that they were installed this

way to facilitate the removal and
the potential sectioning of assigned
spaces. In addition, the new layout
features the student groups that
represent marginalized
communities literally on the
margins (see map, page 3).
The second floor now features
encased art next to a sign that reads
“CULTURE,” and states:
The Second Floor Corridor Gallery
showcases diverse original art created by
students, members of the university, and
the greater Twin Cities community. We
hope the exhibits will create dialogue
and foster greater cultural awareness.
Next to this sign there is an image
of A$AP Rocky and an image of
Blink 182, created by Tyler Govek.
On the other side of the hallway
there are three pieces titled, “Art of
Arab Lands 1,” “Art of Arab Lands
2,” and “Art of Arab Lands 3.” The
artist is Caroline Woodruff, and
one of the labels states that, “These
paintings are inspired by her travels
and the stories of the people she
encounters. They demonstrate…

Aesthetic coloniality is based on the universal definition of art, established as a point of reference in
order to classify and disqualify all that does not comply with its ideas. In opposition, decolonial aesthetics
looks to decolonize the concepts complicit in art and aesthetics in order to liberate the inherent
subjectivities of each culture. – Dolores Galindo
…her keen interest in portrait
painting.” This is the art that
replaces murals that celebrate
Indigenous ancestry. This is the art
that replaces murals depicting the
history of the Morrill Hall student
takeover of 1969. This is the art that
is now celebrated on the second
floor, and that is supposed to
“foster greater cultural awareness.”
This is the idea of “diversity” that
the University wants to promote.

“We hope the exhibits will
create dialogue and foster
greater cultural
awareness.”
The unveiling ceremony was
originally scheduled to take place
on January, 27, 2014. However, the
predictably unpredictable
Minnesota weather forced the
University to cancel all classes that
day, which resulted in the re-

scheduling of the unveiling ceremony.
Somehow, the administration learned
about the students’ organizing plans,
and on that same day, a student was
targeted as a Whose Diversity?
organizer by two people -- Danita
Brown Young, VP for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students, and Anise
McDowell, Student Unions/Activities
MPLS Coordinator. Danita even
went as far as contacting the student
at their non-UMN, personal email
address. You can read the
conversation on page 5.
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Email Conversations

“I have heard you
and/or ___ have a
series of ‘demands’…”
“I would […] like to
know who provided you
with, or how you came
across my personal
email address.”
This question remains
unanswered.

One of the men made a
comment about an
organizer of the protest
being a university
employee, to which
another replied “I think I
heard that! Can you
believe that?!” According
to the witness, there was
some laughing and then
one of them said, “Let’s
see how long that lasts.”
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We are not a “fringe
minority”
The actual ceremony took place on March 12, 2014.
There were at least four armed police officers at the
event. A crowd of approximately thirty-five brave
students attended the event and made public
statements questioning the redesign of the second
floor and the narrative imposed on the renovations, a
narrative that erase the struggle endured by previous
student organizers. The students asked the following
questions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hey, where are the murals?
No, really, where are they?
Are you re-creating them?
Are the spaces properly labeled according to the Americans with Disabilities Act?
How much did the renovation cost?
How much of that money are you spending on the student cultural centers?
How does the renovation promote and foster diversity of ideas, cultures and experiences?
Where are the students of color?
Where are the faculty of color?
This space feels sterile.
This space has no color.
This space feels segmented.
This space feels whitewashed.
This space is no longer what it was.
This space is unwelcoming.
This space has no soul.
Whose diversity are we celebrating?
Whose diversity strives in this university?

Where is the diversity?
Not in this university!
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No answers were provided. Instead, a man in a suit felt entitled to remind the
students that “nonviolent protests require that both sides speak.” A student organizer
proceeded to ask him if he would like to join them and hold a sign, and the man turned
around and walked away. One of the administrators decided to remind the crowd of the
Student Code of Conduct, introducing a soft threat to those who insisted in questioning
the event, and reinforcing the message introduced by the physical presence of armed police
officers. This was a not so subtle reminder that students could be expelled and/or arrested
for exercising their freedom of speech.

Days later, another student overheard three men in suits discussing the event as they
rode the university’s free shuttle. One of the men made a comment about an organizer of
the protest being a university employee, to which another replied “I think I heard that!
Can you believe that?!” According to the witness, there was some laughing and then one
of them said, “Let’s see how long that lasts.”
It is our responsibility to take every opportunity available to ensure that our stories,
particularly those of struggle and resistance, continue to be told. It is our duty to ensure
the continued acknowledgment and inclusion of historically marginalized communities in
the dominant imagery. As the future professors, economists, administrators, and leaders of
our communities, we have a responsibility to include the voices that continue to be
rendered unimportant, and to publicly demonstrate the consequences of being perceived as
a threat to the status quo. We can no longer afford to remain silent, passive, or “neutral,”
as this neutrality and passivity allow the continuation of culturecide that is so deeply
embedded in the mainstream narratives of our country and our university.
It becomes crucial to remember that many acts of genocide and culturecide are
committed in the name of progress. We are often told to “get over it” – “You’re still
complaining about slavery? Get over it!” “The Indians lost the war, get over it!” “Mexico
lost, the U.S. won, get over it!” “Your department will no longer exist, get over it!” “So
what if you lost some murals? Get over it!” Often times, acts of violence and oppression
are dismissed by those in power, who claim that marginalized folks are being
hypersensitive and just need to “get over it” – but we must act with caution and avoid
dismissing struggles of resistance. As James Baldwin told the great Angela Davis in his
open letter to her:

For, if they take you in the morning,
they will be coming for us that night.

The administration also invited a former student organizer to speak on their behalf.
One student from the crowd told the former organizer that she could “speak some truths,
we’ll have your back,” but instead the speaker proceeded to state that the protesters did
not know the history of the renovation, which was a misleading statement. At the end of
the speaker’s speech, the student in the crowd stated, “This is what divide and conquer
looks like!” and stated, “I also have a lot of love and respect for you [...] but it sounds like
you are not being told the whole truth. I’d be happy to have a conversation with you to fill
you in on the details of what’s been going on lately,” an invitation that has yet to be
accepted.

If we know, then we must fight for your life as though it were our own – which it is
– and render impassable with our bodies the corridor to the gas chamber. For, if
they take you in the morning, they will be coming for us that night.
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Frequently Asked Questions
We understand they may be some questions… We’re addressing the most frequently asked ones below, and we would like to
extend an invitation to participate at our next event on Wednesday, April 9, 2014 at the Coffman Theater, from 1-4pm. We’ll
provide a site to share our testimonies and experiences as students, staff and faculty who come from historically marginalized
communities. It’s crucial to share our voices, so we hope to see you there!
Q: Why did you have to be so rude?
A: We were not rude. The student cultural centers exist because students took over Morrill Hall, and we celebrate
that legacy. We are students, staff, and faculty at the University, and every year, we address the university through
the “proper” channels of communication – attending meetings, attending forums, submitting documented requests,
and engaging in dialogue – and nothing happens. It became necessary to publicly question and hold the
administration accountable for its decisions.
Q: Who in the student cultural centers is supporting you?
A: We are questioning our administration’s exploitation of the “diversity” narrative: One that talks about diversity
without having to talk about diversity. The conversation surrounding the student cultural centers is only one aspect
where we recognize the administration’s failure to properly support students, staff and faculty from
underrepresented communities. We welcome endorsement from the student cultural centers, but we also understand
that publicly stating their support can have real consequences for them (financial and otherwise). We also welcome
and invite dialogue with the student cultural centers, but if you want to know if a student cultural center is
supporting us, you will have to ask them.
Q: You don’t know what you’re talking about. You don’t know the real history.
A: While this is not a question, we will address it. We know exactly what we’re talking about. We are working hard
to preserve our history: A history of resistance, a history that is unlikely to make it to official University documents,
a history that will never be told on multicultural nights by the keynote speakers. We have a historical memory that
we are fighting to preserve and maintain honest; several of us were a part of the Whose University? Campaign of
2010-11, and we continue to be in conversation with former Whose U? leaders.
Q: Why not just attend the President’s office hours?
A: We invite you to ask students and/or organizations who have done this. It’s not pretty. We also invite you to ask
staff members who lead the clerical union about their annual conversations with the administration – that should
shed some light to this question.
Q: I like the second floor, there’s nothing wrong with it.
A: Did you have a chance to be physically present on the second floor before the renovations took place? If so, we
are almost certain you would be able to tell the difference. Also, our questions go beyond the remodeling efforts, as
previously stated.
Q: Whose University? was about educating people, not about confrontation.
A: Whose University? implemented an education campaign that was crucial to pursue structural change. This
campaign asked critical questions about whose voices were privileged at this University, and these questions were
anything but apologetic. You may find out more by visiting their YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/WhoseUniversity. We would like to also note that Whose University? leaders
have been a part of our conversation from the beginning, and stand in solidarity with us. They support our current
efforts and methods.
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